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Essilor is launching two new break-through product in Transitions® XTRActive® new generation and Transitions® XTRActive® 
PolarizedTM lenses with cutting-edge photochromic technologies. The Transitions® XTRActive® new generation will launch on October 
13th.  The Transitions® XTRActive® PolarizedTM will not be launching at the same time but is coming soon. 
 

Transitions XTRActive new generation lenses provide the best extra darkness and  
the best extra light protection in the clear-to-dark photochromic category. They 
achieve up to a 35% faster fade back speed1 than the prior generation and category 
2 level darkness in the car2 with visible light activation. They are the only 
photochromic lenses reaching category 3 levels at 95° F3. These breakthrough 
improvements are accomplished 
using extra powerful dyes and the 
latest matrix technology. 
 

Transitions XTRActive Polarized 
lenses are the only and best ever 
photochromic polarized lenses. 
They are 2x as fast to fade back 

as Transitions Vantage and are 
clearer than ever4, all while delivering up to 90% polarization efficiency5 and extra 
darkness6. This is achieved through an exclusive, multi-layer matrix of XTRActive 
dyes for extra darkness and dichroic dyes for polarization. 
 

Transitions® XTRActive® new generation will launch on Wednesday, October 13, 
2021 and replace the current generations of Transitions XTRActive lenses. More information to follow regarding the launch date of 
Transitions® XTRActive® PolarizedTM. 

1: Compared to the previous generation, across materials tested on grey lenses fading back to 70% transmission at 23°C. 
2: Polycarbonate and 1.5 grey lenses tested at 23°C behind the windshield achieving between 18%T and 43%T. 
3: Clear to dark photochromic category.  Tests across polycarbonate and 1.5 grey lenses at 35°C achieving <18%T using Transitions Optical's standard testing method. 
4: Based on tests on polycarbonate grey lenses compared to the previous generation. Fade back claim based on fade back to 65% transmission @ 23°C. 
5: Based on tests on polycarbonate grey lenses, up to 10% darker than the previous generation @ 23°C and up to 5% darker @ 35°C 
6: Based on tests across materials on grey lenses @ 23°C, using ISO 12312-1 standard. 

Optogenics Wins Lab of the Year—4th Year Running! 

Optogenics was the proud recipient of the Non-Integrated Lab Network “Lab of 
the Year” 2020 award for the 4th year in a row!  
 
Optogenics demonstrated excellence in all criteria for the award: Service time, 
Quality, Customer Experience, and Lab Efficiency. Through the dedication and 
support provided by our team, we are able to deliver the quality, turn time, and 
devotion that you, our valued customers deserve.  
 
We look forward to sharing pictures of our plaque and celebration with our staff 
in a future newsletter issue. 
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Supplying Proper Frame Dimensions Helps Expedite Your Jobs 

To aid us in avoiding delays, please take a moment to 
supply accurate frame measurements and frame 
mounting type. 
 

The correct A, B, ED, and DBL are essential for proper 
cut-out on our finish jobs as well as your uncut 
orders.  Proper box measurements also affect lens 
thickness. If the B and the ED are not supplied, our 
system uses default values. On high plus and minus jobs, 
the defaults will almost always add unwanted 
thickness. You can easily prevent this by supplying all 
four box measurements on every order. 
 

Furthermore, indicating an incorrect frame mounting 
type will also cause a breakage and delay. Please remember to specify if you are sending a hide-a-bevel, rimless groove, 
metal groove, drill mount, or zyl mount when the order is placed so the correct lens thickness is ordered.    
 

Providing complete and accurate frame information will help us avoid delays and potential redos when processing your 
patients’ orders. 

Varilux Ellipse Discontinuation 

Essilor of America, is discontinuing semi-finished Varilux® Ellipse®lenses. As a result, 

digitally surfaced Varilux Ellipse 360º™ will also be discontinued. For your patients that 

require a premium short corridor progressive lens at a similar price point we 

recommend Varilux Comfort DRx Short ™ and Varilux Physio DRx Short ™. Varilux Ellipse 

will be discontinued effective November 30, 2021.  

World Sight Day is Thursday, October 14th, 2021 

October 14th, 2021 is World Sight Day --an annual day of awareness and action and an 
important advocacy and communications opportunity for the eye health community. It’s a 
call for the global optometric community to come together to create a world where 
everyone can see, no matter who they are or where they live.  
 

There are more than 1 billion people around the world who are blind or vision impaired 
because they don’t have access to an eye exam and a pair of glasses. This includes millions 
of children whose futures depend on the vision correction they need to learn at school.  
This World Sight Day, let’s find the solutions to ensure that everyone, everywhere has 
access to sight.  
 

The theme for 2021 is  #LoveYourEyes. #LoveYourEyes is all about being aware of your own 
eye health and if you are able to, get a sight test or recommend others do the same. 
 

Let’s pledge to spread the message of #LoveYourEyes. 


